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THE AGENDA FOR TODAY
SHORT BUT LONG ENOUGH TO COVER THE HIGH LEVEL DETAILS

1. INTRODUCTION
Welcome to Bugle

2. MANAGEMENT TEAM
Veterans in their own right

3. OUR VISION AND MISSION
Lose ourselves in service of others

7. CONTACT US
You can write to us, call us or visit us

5. OUR SERVICES
We believe in precision and consistency

6. OUR PARTNERS
Not many but they make an impact

4. OUR VALUES
Integrity, Passion and Collaboration

4. OUR PRODUCTS
Purpose Built Applications



INTRODUCTION



2004
Launched Multiple companies like 

Trilogistics, Tess Engineering
and Petromech

Oil and Gas venture with partners 
like Honeywell and Dow Chemicals

2006-2011
Expanded into energy sector 

through launch of Ethos 
Energy, into chemical industry 

through Technochem and 
infrastructure services through 

Sysman

2012-2013
Diversified into IT and Telecom by 

launching two companies 
servicing turnkey solutions for 

large infrastructure projects 2016

Launched Bugle 

2014 - 2015

Ventured into IT Services 
Business in Singapore and 

US. Aquired two companies 
back to back in Healthcare 
and Artificial Intelligence

JOURNEY SO FAR
MANY YEARS OF DIVERSIFICATION, SUCCESS AND EXCELLENCE



Global Presence 

Chennai

Dubai
Abu	Dhabi

Doha	(Qatar)

USA

Singapore
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Delivering excellence through 
partnering

At Bugle we believe that 
technology that doesn’t bring 
value to customer is of no good. 
Bugle boasts of delivering 
technology that brings value to 
the customer.  Bugle is a well 
funded startup company with 
offices in Dubai and Qatar and is 

quickly expanding into India and 
the United States. Bugle focuses 
on technology in Sports and 
Events, Consulting, Security, 
Managed Services, Robotics 
Process Automation and 
Analytics.

“
“Vision without execution is hallucination” — Thomas Edision

Welcome to Bugle
The sound of Excellence



MANAGEMENT
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MANAGEMENT TEAM
THE RIGHT COMBINATION TO TRANSFORM ANY BUSINESS

NAVEEN JAISWAL
CEO

SUDHIR YANNAWAR
MD

Bugle Management team has two IT industry veterans who combined have 50+ years of experience. Naveen has helped grow three 
ventures before Bugle from zero to multi-million dollars while Sudhir was the architect of multi-million dollar business for Tier 1 
companies and then transforming a startup into a major IT player in the middle East. They have consistently delivered high 
performance. Their track record and fantastic relationship in the region are testimony of the fact that they have always put the
customer’s interest first before anything else.



OUR VISION AND MISSION



VISION
Our vision is to create a Global company with a culture of innovation, autonomy 
and collaboration. Our employees should not only enjoy working here but should 
get an environment where they can experience entrepreneurship and unleash 
their full potential.

MISSION
Our mission is to deliver excellence through partnership. To deliver technology  
that brings value to our customers.

OUR VISION AND MISSION
VISION WITHOUT EXECUTION IS HALLUCINATION
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LEADERSHIP INTEGRITY

COLLABORATION PASSION

THE VALUES OF OUR COMPANY
OUR VALUES SERVE AS OUR GUIDING DASHBOARD

LEADERSHIP

COLLABORATION

INTEGRITY

PASSION

Be visionaries and see the big 
picture. Have courage to invest in 
the future by taking calculated risk

Let the synergy of many a brains 
do the magic

Be true to yourself, to your 
customers and to your partners.

Work like you own the company and 
work on things that you love. 

Always contributes to the greater 
cause.
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OUR PRODUCTS
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TASHAAR is a multi-platform task management solution built for an 
enterprise with uniquely developed features to support the daily 
operations of an organization. 
Provides a comprehensive  list of features and an iPAD ready interface 
which makes Tashaar, one of the most competitive task management 
solution in the market.

Features: 
Supports creation and assignment of tasks which can be further split 
into sub-tasks and assigned.
Provides notifications as and when tasks are updated. 
Supports chat, video-call features and uploading a variety of files.
Seamless Integration with SharePoint and Dropbox allowing the user to 
attach or download files
User friendly dashboard provides up-to date task status with extensive 
filtering and sort capabilities.
Available in  web, iPad and desktop versions. Ability to work in offline 
mode.
Supports self-assignment and secretarial features
Back office administration tool with comprehensive user and workgroup 
management features.

TASHAAR
ENTERPRISE MULTI-PLATFROM TASK MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
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The ‘BRAVO’ is an enterprise wide employee reward management 
system to acknowledge employees efforts and reward each other in 
simpler ways to achieve high levels of quality performance.
It’s an online platform for employees to collaborate effectively that will 
allow managers and staff to reward BRAVO points to one another.

Features: 
Powerful mechanism to expose rewarding and recognition to the wider 
audience of an organisation so that the staff are aware of great efforts 
from their colleagues. 
Ability to announce campaigns between various departments and 
ensure employee participation and reward them with BRAVO points. 
Flexible reward points policy configurations.
Capability to display & maintain item catalogues of various vendors.
Individual account facility for the vendors to validate redeemed 
vouchers etc.
Email & SMS notification to vendors about every item purchase.
Back office feature to manage the catalogues, items, reward points, 
vouchers and issuing of reward items. 

BRAVO
A CORPORATE EMPLOYEE REWARDS PROGRAM
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CLEARBID
TENDER CLARIFICATION PORTAL
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Secure web based solution that 

facilitates launch of all kinds of tender 

documents, facilitating intuitive user 

interfaces and intelligent mechanisms 

to the bidders to raise enquiries and 

fully automates the response process 

at the tendering entities side. 

CLEARBID
TENDER CLARIFICATION PORTAL



OUR SERVICES



Consulting
Let the best in the industry work with 
you to develop what is best for you

Managed Services
We focus on you and your internal 

and external customers

E-Security
Secure your data and make your 

employees aware of the risks, 

Next Generation Infra Services
Wireless, AV, Networking, Data Center 

and Other Infra Solutions

Sports and Event 
Technologies

Technology today can help you 
create an experience for your 

audience like never before

Purpose Built Applications

Robotics Process Automation, 
Analytics

Tashaar, Bravo, ClearBid

OUR LIST OF SERVICES
WITH YOU FROM INCEPTION TO POST GO LIVE
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The IT reputation is in a questionable dire states inspite of they working
hard day and night. Our consultancy services advise on how the reputation
can be managed and IT team can claim back what is rightfully due to them
since long

The ICT strategy for any organization can make a big difference on how the
organization benefits from the latest cutting edge technology while the
governance plays a vital role in ensuring that the projects are delivered
successfully

OUR CONSULTING AND ADVISORY SERVICES
SETTLE ONLY FOR THE BEST
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IT REPUTATION 
MANAGEMENT

ICT STRATEGY AND 
GOVERNANCE



OUR CONSULTING AND ADVISORY SERVICES
SETTLE ONLY FOR THE BEST
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The IT Portfolio for most organizations has evolved over time in a haphazard
manner without a proper roadmap of an integrated consolidated portfolio. Our
portfolio optimization services takes stock of all the IT components in your
organization and then optimize it in a way that it results in huge cost savings. In
addition the portfolio becomes more manageable, flexible and agile to respond to
the changing business demands

With Digitization, Big Data and Analytics being the buzz word now, every
organization needs to be prepared for the technology transformation. Our
consultancy services advises how you can transform your technology bottoms up
so that even the core components of legacy system are cloud and mobility ready
and get integrated with bug data systems

IT PORTFOLIO 
OPTIMIZATION

TECHNOLOGY 
TRANFORMATION



ENTERPRISE 
ARCHITECTURE

OUR CONSULTING AND ADVISORY SERVICES
SETTLE ONLY FOR THE BEST
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As IT departments grow, with the time and business needs new systems
and technology stacks gets added to the environment. As this happens
most often the enterprise architecture and IT blueprint doesn’t get
updated/refreshed. This problem is compounded when people change
and the CIOs are left with solution/system stacks that are either isolated
or the dependencies are not known. This results in complexities in
managing these environment or/and upgrading the environment or/and
troubleshooting. It leads to uncertainty and question mark on real uptime,
system performance issues, unwanted load and most importantly
revenue leakages.
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MANAGED SERVICES
END TO END MANAGED SERVICES TO SIMPLE RESOURCE AUGMENTATION

MANAGED SERVICES

If you would love to get the best in class IT
service at a reasonable cost and not having
to have a headache of managing the many
nuances of running an IT organization, then
Managed Services from Bugle is the right
service for you. When we take over your IT
services as managed services we can
provide you resources from 40+ countries,
run your SLAs with utmost efficiency and
digitize your environment with the latest
cutting edge technology and trends.

SHARED SERVICES

In today’s environment if you are
under pressure to control costs
then make use of our shared
services offerings where you are
billed for only the number of hours
you use the resources for and can
afford to have a wide range of
experts working for you part time

STAFF AUGMENTATION

Outsource your recruitment of skilled IT
staff to us while you concentrate on your
core business needs. We provide staff
augmentation services with a quick
turnaround time. Our database has a mix
of ready to join consultants who are either
on notice period or between jobs and
highly skilled resources looking for
change.



E-SECURITY SERVICES
SECURE YOUR DATA AND TRAIN YOUR EMPLOYEES
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We	help	you	design,	deploy	and	manage	information	security	programs,	
including	the	underlying	Governance,	Risk	and	Compliance	Management	
frameworks.

We	help	you	with	strategy,	design,	control	integration,	sustenance	and	
optimization	of	Identities	and	Access	Management.	We	enable	you	to	
allow	the	right	individuals	to	access	the	right	resources	at	the	right	time,	
for	the	right	reasons.	More	importantly,	our	IAM	experts	are	vendor-
agnostic,	thus	ensuring	that	you	get	best-in-breed	results	across	all	leading	
solutions.

We	help	you	design,	develop	and	manage	threat	management	programs,	
including	managing	threats	through	our	vulnerability	management	
framework,	advising	on	open	source	security	risks	and	compliance	using	
software	composition	analysis,	assessing	and	mitigating	advanced	
persistent	threats	through	advanced	technology	services	and	evaluating	
people	risk	using	Phishnix.

We	help	address	key	security	issues	to	enable	your	Digital	Business.	We	
provide	solutions	to	manage	identities	of	people,	business	and	things.	We	
also	help	with	development	of	software	controls	&	secure	API’s,	in	
addition	to	helping	with	security	testing,	validation	&	vulnerability	
remediation.	

Risk	Advisory

Identity	&	
Access

Threat	
Management

Digital	
Security

eSecurity
Services



NETWORKING DATA CENTER AV Smart Solutions Stadium 
Infrastructure

Switches Server Audio Visual Cloud Wireless

Routers Storage CCTV/IPTV/ Access 
Control Smart City LED Solutions

WLAN Cloud Computing Public Announcement 
System IOT Display Solutions

Software Defined 
Network

Management System 
and Software Digital Signage Solution Fan Zone solutions

Network Energy Interactive Systems Scoreboard Solutions

Hospitality Solutions

NEXT GENERATION INFRA SERVICES
END TO END INFRASTRUCTURE
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SPORTS AND EVENT TECHNOLOGIES
SPORTS TECHNOLOGIES
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Venue Video	&	
Digital	Signage

Venue	ICT

Facility
Mgt.

Media	&	
Broadcast VIP

AVSafety	&	
Security

Games
Apps

Athlete Information Solution

Player Health Management Solution

Player Performance Management Solution

Stadium Technology Consulting

Global Conference Management



SPORTS AND EVENT TECHNOLOGIES
EVENTS TECHNOLOGIES
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VENUE SPACE PLANNING

TEAM AND VIP SERVICES

ACCREDITATION

CONTENT/PRESENTATION 
MANAGEMENT

CATERING MANAGEMENT

Virtual Secretary / 
Meeting Scheduler / 
Logistic Management



• Practice Management Solution
• Medical Appointment Scheduling Module
• Electronic Healthcare Record Management
• Revenue Cycle Management
• Clinical and Financial Analytics Solution

HEALTH CARE SOLUTION

HEALTHCARE & ROBOTICS PROCESS AUTOMATION
THROUGH OUR SISTER COMPANY ANTWORKS
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ROBOTIC PROCESS AUTOMATION

• Cognitive Machine Reading for multi format data extraction
• RPA with business rules configurator using Natural Language Processing
• Autonomous Automation powered with Cognitive Ability
• Business Insights beyond reporting powered by pattern recognition and 

data in motion reporting



• Description
• Skewed Metrics
• Predictive Model
• Data in Motion

ANALYTICS

ANALYTICS & BUSINESS PROCESS AS A SERVICE
THROUGH OUR SISTER COMPANY ANTWORKS
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BUSINESS PROCESS AS A SERVICE
• End-to-End Data Processing & Management Services
• Finance & Accounting Services
• Human Resources Outsourcing (HRO) & Management Services
• Sourcing & Procurement Solutions
• Customer Management Services
• Knowledge Services



OUR PARTNERS



OUR PARTNERS
SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
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CONTACT US



Our Dubai Office
2408, 1 Lake Plaza, 
Jumeirah Lake Towers
Cluster T, Dubai, UAE

Google Map Link
https://goo.gl/maps/Xy6
kRVY24UU2

Our Phone
+971 50 4810935
+971 54 4468259

Email / Website
contactus@bugletechnology.com
www.bugletechnology.com

STAY IN TOUCH WITH US
COME VISIT US OR CALL US OR WRITE TO US


